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The. world in which we live in has a history of violence.
Our communities have hecome places in which violent crimes and
acts of juvenile delinquency take place. ^
The ethnic differences in criminal behavior have been some
politicized in recent years; and the sociol ‘ il evidence is
conflicting. Blacks and othe minorities ma'^ntain high crime
rates. The crime rate of Blacks is estimated to be two to
five times as high as the Black distribution in the population,
but thi$ could be largely a result of the differential ehforce-
.1
This Indicates, that Blacks aremeht by the police agencies.
usually discriminated against in our judicial system. This is
evident when Blacks are usually arrested, brought to trial,
and convicted more often than whites who commit the same crimes
Ethnic differences are not a direct measure of how much crime
exists among the Black population, but it shows that there is
an inadequate representation of the crime is in existence.
Juvenile delinquents are traditionally considered a part
of a criminal culture that is described sometimes as being poor
the disadvantaged, those on the other side of the tracks, the
lower socioeconomic class etc,.
1
Pranlk. Scarpitti, Social Problems. (New York; Holt
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1974). p. 383.
One study of 1000 .^‘uvenile delinquents concluded that three-
fourths of the subjects lived below a level of comfort. It is
a traditional belief that lower-class people are simply more
likely to be arrested and convicted, whereas middle and upper
class offenders often manage to avoid arrest and particulary
3 •
conviction. This is because most research on the so-called
disadvantaged has been conducted through a prism of white-
middle class norms, which are themselves more idea than real.
Researchers fail to understand the culture and behavior of the
economically and socially disadvantaged from their point of
view. As a result the behavior of these groups are labeled
"deviant" because it does not conform to the norms.^ The con¬
cept' of deviance is explained by Howard S. Beckers:
Social groups create deviance by making the rules whose
infractions constitutes deviance^by making the rules
to particular people and labeling them outsiders.
Prom this point of view deviance is not a quality of
■the act the person commits, but rather a consequence
of the application by others of rules and sanctions'" to-.'
an "offender". The deviant is one to whom that label
has successfully been applied; deviant behavior is be¬
havior that people so label.^
There is a uniqueness of being Black and a minority
which leads me to investigate in this paper the discriminat¬
ion against this population in respect to juvenile delinquency
and implications to solutions to the problem as it relates
to "Strengthening the Solidarity of the Black Family."
'^Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, 1000 Juvenile
Delinquents» (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1934.)
^Ibid. pp. 584
4
Frank Riessman, The Inner-City Child,
and Row Publishers, 13VI'), p. 2’9-30.




As Martin Luther King Jr. , stated;
For no other group in American life is the matter of
family life more important than to the Negro. Our
very survival is hound up in it...no one in all
history had to fight against so many physica^ and
psychological borrows to have a family life.
Quoted in Joyce Ladner's Tomorrow's Tomorrow* s; The
Black Women. (New York; Douhleday, 1971)p.3. Quotation
from AlDhott House, Westchester, New York, October 29,1965
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II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON CRIME AND DELINQIKNCY
America may have the unenviahle reputation of being the
most crime ridden nation in the world. Tourist form abroad
considers this country as a frightening place. Their att¬
itudes developed from many reasons, not the least of which
is the high crime rate and juvenile delinquency found'in
almost every city in the United States. While crime may be
found in small cities'as well in large ones, in surburban
as well as in urban areas, and in the country as well as in the
city, it is the crime that exists in the big cities of urban
America^^^. represents a most urgent national problem., '
• * C^romie ^may be defined legally in terms of a body—ef, lai/
whieh codifi^fifc/^^society ’ s rules about proper and improper
behavior, whitrh involvf^iji^penal sanctions imposed by the state.
Someone who breaks a criminal law can be arrested, brought to
8
trial, and penalized by fines or imprisonment.
Crime has always been a part of the Western culture,
and the most popular explanations of crime have been those
which distinguish criminals from the rest of society. Until
the end of the Middle Ages, a criminal was usually consider¬
ed to be someone who was willfully evil, possibly even
q
possessed by demons. After the Middle Ages those charac¬
teristics became less popular and theories of criminality
based on class distinctions gained support.
7
Gerald Leinwand, Crime and Juvenile Delinquency.
ew York: Washington Square Press, 1968.), p. 33.
O
Scarpitti, op. cit. p. 384-385.
^Ibld. p.385.
By the nineteenth century criminality was thought to he
based on physiological and mental abnormalities. An Ital¬
ian criminologist, Lombroso, launched this approach by
studying the skulls of criminals and identifying a criminal
characterized by similar characteristics of primitive and
lower animals. Physicians studied physical illness to de¬
termine if it had anything to do with criminal behavior,
while biologists looked for hereditary traits. Finally
sociologists began to investigate environmental factors as
■J causes of criminal behavior. They assume that social
'^^varlabl^, not individual differences, are responsible for
\ criminal behavior. This approach used to explain criminals
has been widely accepted by members of society.
For years now Blacks have been labeled the criminals
^ and statistics^n crime helps to substaniate this belief.. The
fact is that th^y /all to realize, that the fundamental
causes of crime in the Black community are the same as in
any other group and that the simple fact of race is not suffi¬
cient in itself to explain any important group differences
in criminal behavior. Statistics are only numbers that
have been used to justify the belief that Blacks commit
more crimes than whites when there is a clearly a misrep¬
resentation of this phenomenon.
Historically Blacks’ place in American society consti¬
tutes much of the biases and inadequacies associated with
this ethnic group.
10
Ibid. , p. 385.
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Blacks were the only ones to experience the degradation of
slavery and a persistent status of subordination/ Slavery,
as imprisonment, dehumanized Blacks. It disrupted the culture
and taught Blacks to become rudiments of the white civilization
and did not permit Black men to develop wholly. It helped pre¬
vent some essential components of normal life to develop. These
components were stable family relations, stable economic
organization, and a stable community life. It Instilled in
Blacks attitudes such as "white folks owe us a living." "let
tomorrow take care of itself" and the distrust of the white
man’s law.
Bmancipatipn did hot mean the. end of caste relations :nor '
d.id it mean the beginning, of an/opportunity for the Blacks'
to compete on even terms with other men in the struggle for
existence. Our social and economic disabilities can be
attributed in large measures by historical factors reinforced
by caste barriers.
The difference of Black experience in society as other
ethnic groups are of a different kind. This is the connection




Marvin E. Wolfgang, Leonard Savitz, Norman Johnston,
The Sociology of Grime and Delinquency. (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1970) , p^ 420-421.
III. THE BLACK COKHUNITY
No other group in America has survived against as many
odds or fought as long and consistently to gain.access to the
society. Also no other group has had to utilize so many dif¬
ferent strategies in its struggle for equal opportunities.
The Black family is the primary source of nuture and
support for its memhers, who fulfills the major functions of
the family as an institution.
Although the Black family is characterized by many the¬
orists as being matriarchal, the concept does not adequately
describe the structure of the Black family today.
A' crucial means of 'adaptation*and survival of the Black
family has been through the■extended family which has its
roots in Africa where the extended family was the basic form
of economic, social and religious organization. The extended
12
family serves as an emotional support system. Although the
extended family is a basic unit for the survival of Black
families, only one fourth of all Black families are extended
13
while two thirds are nuclear and one tenth, are augmented.
Black families have developed two very strong Instituions:
the family and the church. The family's unity has helped
develop their resilence and given them strength to endure those
long and repeated hardships throughout history,
12
Riessman, op. cit,, p. 30-41.
1
Andrew Billingsley, Black Families in White America.
(New Jersey: Prentice-Hall'i Inc., 19^8) , p"^ i <o.
One of the most important functions of the Black family
is the socialization of it's children. The extended family's
participation in a child's socialization gives him a diverse
set of role models which enable, him to develop a number of
broad skills. The transition from childhood to adulthood is
swift and tedious in the Black family. This stage of adol¬
escence is where the identity of the youth is being explored
by him. At an early age (5-6) a child assumes major responsi¬
bilities in caring for themselves and younger siblings and in
helping with household chores because of the absence of a
mother or father in an everyday setting. When they have
reached the age from 10-12 many have made financial contribut¬
ions to their families. The Black child is exposed to the
harships of life at an earlier age than whites, Joyce Ladner
say: . , . . •
For the Black child whos-e parents' are unable, to 'provide
the constant "surveillance" that is expected by the
larger society, the world takes on a strong form of
realism. So much of one's survival depends to some
extent on how independenj:^ he can be and how much he can
fend for himself when necessary. Children in the com¬
munity are taught to be strong and not to allow others
to take them for granted, 15
The Black child is socialized into structures of the
Black family which include the school, peer group, hnd the
family of procreation.
Black children's socialization process is different from
whites because the demands made on the family are not the same
14Ladner, op, clt., p, 65
There are some basic similarities in the requirement of all
children in American but the requirements for Blacks has
basic stipulations which grow out of the peculiar historical
development of Blacks, the caste-like qualities in American
stratification systems which help Blacks in lower social
classes.
Blacks must not only teach children to be human but also
how to live and survive as a Black in a white society. Black
children at an early age have to be taught what is tie mean¬
ing of being Black and to be proud even though they will be
15
prejudged merely on the basis of color.
They must be t'aught-'that there are only a few Blacks that are
• ’ ■ ? ■
. ' » ’ ' . »• 1 • ,
in positions .of pewer; and that they learn- that it is easier
to be white in America than to be Black In America.
By what sends the whites kids
I ain't sent:
I know I can't be President.
What don't bug them white kids
sure bugs me;
We knows everybody ain't free!
What's written down for the white folks





Langston Hughes, Children's Rhymes. from Montage of a
Dream Deferred. (New Yofk: Harold Ober, 1951), p~.75T
10
PRESSURES IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
The position that Blacks have maintained in the American
society have left this group with pressures in areas of economic
development, political power, and. sociological and psychological
disorders which the white man terms as cultural retardation.
17Thsi is used as an explanation for Black crime.
The political power held hy Blacks is less than that of
whites. The average Black is less likely to he registered to
vote although voter registration drives are constantly being
1 O
.held. Black are not as involved in the dicisions of Congress.
No where in this country at either level of government or in
the three branches of government is the Black perspective re¬
flected; and no where are Blacks adequately represented.
There are a few Blacks in politics bjit they constitute only
1Q
a,,small .per.centage of the political sytem. Blacks have less
experience in holding office arid except in districts in which
Blacks constitute a majority, a Black is most unlikely to be
nominated to a political office.
There several aspects of the lack of political power of
Blacks. Black’s minority position in political units along
with underrepresentation as registered voters and Blacks’
perceptions of concerning representatives and administrative
officials who serve them.
17
Wolfgang, Savitz, and Johnston, op. cit. p. 420-429.
18
James S. Coleman, Resources for Social Change. (New
York: Wiley-Interscience'J 1971.) , p. 15-18.
^Billingsley, op.cit., p. 177-180.
Political power is of importance because it affect the
other social and economic conditions that characterize Blacks.
The challenge for Blacks to look after their best interest is
through active participation to reform the political struct¬
ure that exist today.
Economic factors are associated with crime causation and
is often believed that underpriveledged economic classes will
contribute unduly to the total amount of delinquency, but the
force which is impinged on Blacks is much greater than for
any other population, therefore creating an atmosphere that
might be a way of relieving anxities and frus.trations of. this
20 ■ . •
group. _ , ■ . .
There is a deficit in economic power held by'Blacks; and
there are a variety of ways to measure this: by average income
relative rates of unemployment, occupational distribution, own¬
ership of wealth, and control of economic Institutions such as
manufacturing firms of retail stores.
The average income of Blacks in the United States has for
atleast the last 100 years ranged between 50 and 60 percent
than that of whites. The difference in incomes is located in
the difference in occupational distribution and the difference








Blacks are sometimes underpaid and are given jobs on a lower
level in the same occupation.
Because of segregation and the confinement of Blacks
to one area the residents of Black neighborhood tend to be
more socially and economically heterogenous, but the choices
available to Blacks as consumers are more limited and more
22
homogeneous than amongwhltes.
In all sections of tie country, race, prejudice, discrim¬
ination, and caste attitudes have conditioned Blacks* jobs
wages, working conditions, relationships to unions, vocational
training, the choice of a place to live, and the use of political
2’5
power as -a.protection against group exploitation.
The economic pressures' in the Black community limits the
viability which would enable Black families to meet the
functions of them required by society, as well as meeting the
needs of their individual family needs.
Black families are faced by obstacles associated with
their color which restricts their resources, opportunities,
and choices. These obstacles also restrict their ability to
survive to conform, and to reach the level of social achieve¬
ment of which they are capable.
We have observed that as far back as one hundred or more
22
United States Department of Labor, The Negroes in The
United States. (Washington D.C.: ' Bureau of Labor Statistics,
T966T', p.5'.
2’5




years ago 90 percent of Black families lived in poverty and
and a great majority of Blacks are still confined to the
lower class. One tenth of Blacks are considered upper class,
40 percent middle class and one half are clustered in lower
T 25classes.
Blacks are discriminated against in housing, employment,
education, health care, etc., which causes a division of
society. Black live in their communities and whites live in their
communities with a few exceptions on either side.
The living condition! of Blacks in America causes despair
in this group . Some results of tieir frustrations are shown in
various statistic^ on-mental - illness, drug addiction, suicide
and crime.
Despite the pressures that exist in the Black community,
one asset would he community solidarity which would create '
community institutions that would provide a variety of services
and aids that could partially compensate for the absence of
27
individual economical resources.
25^^Ihid. , .p. 145-146.
26
Scarpitti, op,cit., p.120.
ol^ Coleman, op.cit., p.19*
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OP MALADJUSTED
BEHAVIOR OE BLACK CHILDREN
The Black family living in depressed areas of American
society have heen knovm not to he able to give full attention
to stimulating their children’s intellectual growth, planning
for the educational future, or preparing them for the demands
of the classroom. Their preoccupation is with the economic
survival of the family.
The problem of Black children in school may 'be described
as academic retardation, and non-promotion; discpllne and
behavior; poor test performance on aptitude and intelligence
test using white class measurement, poor motivation for
academic work, high droup-out rate, withdrawl,, etc,.
Black children's perception of their roles, social status,
their personal worth, their self-esteem, and their educational
and vocational aspirations are factors that contribute^ to'
’ '
■ ' '
. ■ ' -28'
psychological adjustment to education; ' ’
The plight of the culturally deprived youngster has been
described by Professo Deutsch's Institute for Developemntal
Studies, as follows:
28
A, Harry Passow, Education in Depressed Areas. (New York:
Teachers College Press, 19'53), p. 1CT,
15
Not only do they fall behind in the basic skills, such as
reading and arithmetic, but they also respond minimally to
the broader aspect of the function of the school: the
instilling of a respect for knowledge, the fostering
of the development of the cognitive skills necessary for
acquiring knowledge, and that general function of equip¬
ping a child to live as a responsible citizen. 29
The response of children in depressed areas to psychological
and social conditions are factors that should be considered in
•50
the preparation of educational instruments.
The adjustment of Black children to education also may be
viewed in amother light. These children may not be learning
or adjusting because their methods of learning are not suited
to the stlye of the educators and hence they cannot best utilize
their mental power. Therefore depending upon the education
being offered to Blacks will determine whether this style is
■51
appriprlate to the strengths and potentials that they possess.
What measure is used for. one group may not be an accurste
measure,'to use for another group. ■ ; ■
Education has become a pillar of racism because this system
has become so important to the total society. For the Black
child, the school operates more as an instrument of subjugation
than liberation. This system of racism denies Black youth a
favorable position in society and less occupational opportunities
to succeed.
29
Institute for Developmental Studies. Descriptive Statement
(New York; New Y^rk Medical College, I960), p.1, ^ ~
■50 ■
Passow, op.cit., p.7077'
Riessman, op.cit,, p. 75-76,
■52
Louis L. Knowles &Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional Racism
In America . (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,1969) ,p.152-1^4.
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SOCIAL INSURANCE PROGRAMS
As a response to poverty , which prevails in the majority
of Black families, public assistance programs were established.
The major■insurance and public assistance programs are
Social Security, or officially. Old Age Survivors, Disability,
and Health Insurance.
The Social Security program is the largest and most success¬
ful of the income maintainence programs. It provides more cash
assistance to the needy than does public assistance. Thirty-
five percent of social security benefits goes to poor house¬
holds.,
■ Welfare is another form of assistance, . '• It. aids' groups
s.uch as: aged and disabled, old age assistance, veterans'
pension, and aid to families with dependent children (AFDC).
Income - in-kind programs are another form of assistance which
provide assistance in obtaining essentials such as food,-
housing, and health care. The programs developed include the
food stamp program, the commodity distribution program, and
medicaid care for welfare recipients.
Unemployment compensation was established to compensate for
the problem of unemployment among so many Americans. Blacks as
in other programs were not the only recipients, but a large
percenatge of funds were beneficiary to Blacks, Systematic
discrimination in hiring practices throughout society is one
of the root causes of so many Black being unemployed.
Another response to poverty in which the government aided
the poor was the "war on poverty" which was undertaken by the
Johnson administration (1963). The Office of Economic Opport-
17
unity (OEO) wa created during this period (1964). The OEO
financed a great many programs amon which are the Job Corps
for men and women ages 16-21, the Neighborhood Youth Corps for
teenagers, the Work Experience Program for the unemployed and
the Adult Basic Education Programs. These programs provided
vocational training or part-time employment.
The Community Action Program which was also established
under OEO gave financial support for communities to create
projects such as day care, remedial education, birth control
programs, legal aid etc,.
There are Just some of the programs established under OEO,.
These programs may have benefited Blacks but the measures that
will help alleviate poverty in the Black community should be
concentrated, on the pursuit of liberty to reduce the inequality
•5-5





Delinquency is defined as acts that are antisocial in
34
nature, A juvenile delinquent can he defined in two ways.
A clinical definition of a delinquent is a youngster who
habitually resolves his personal social problems through overt
aggressive behavior, which dominant society finds contrary to
its value indentification. Eor the youngster this delinquency
35
aggression is purposive and adjustive. A legal definition of
a juvenile delinquent is an antisocial act committed by persons
under statutory age, and in violation of federal o;r state laws
or county or city ordlancesV' This-includes all-violations
that are considered illegal- for adults, as well as the juvenile
offenses such as curfew, truancy, and running away from home.,
A delinquent act must be officially reported to the police to
be considered a part of the prevalence of juvenile delinquency.-
The clinical definition may serve the social worker in
trying to understand abberant behavior and bringing about
desirable modifications,of the delinquent conduct, while the
legal definition does not help in solving the basic problem.
37
It only describes behavior at a symptomatic level.
Kenneth R. McGreedy, Juvenile Justice-System and Procedures.
(New York: Delmar Publishers'^ 1975), p. 22.
William C. Kvaraceus, The Community and the Delinquent.
(New York: Yonkers -On-Hudson, 1954), p.57.
^SlcCreedy, op.cit., p.22.
37
Kvaraceus, op, cit., p.57-61.
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Both' the clinical and the legal definition refers to youth
under fifteen years of age or sometimes a year or two older
according to the definition of a particular state. In Atlanta's
•zg
Fulton County the age range is up to sixteen.
Nearly every youth has committed at least one act for
which he or she could have been processed by the juvenile
justice system. If we take this into consideration, we can
ask ourselves, and be justified in saying that it is impossible
to get an accurate assessment of the amount and types of
juvenile crime in any given population.
Blacks are said to have a high rate of crime in relation-
hip to the total population of Blacks in the United States.
For whites however, tbe rate of crime maybe high but, the
Inadequate representation of such crime in the current appli¬
cation of statistics ..show that Blacks' rate is higher.
• One must look, at bothq Blacks. and'Whites-.and. other ethnic
groups in order to begin to make an accuraite' assessment of the
rate of crime in the Black community.
The number of youths processed through the juvenile.courts
is increasing by a higher and higher rate each year. Between
I960,and 1970, arrests of persons under eighteen years of age
increased more than 110 percent. In 1970, juveniles accounted
for 1 out 5 arrest for robbery, 1 out of 5 for forcible rape,
and 1 out of 10 for murder. Of the more than 111,000. persons
arrested for -vandalism, more than 70 percent were under eighteen,
•XQ
An interview with a representative of Georgia Chapter
of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
20
Notal)ly, the great majority of delinquent behavior is much
greater for males. In 1970 about 1 youth out of every 20 in
the nation was arrested. Even more alarming is the fact that
juveniles are committing about half of all serious crimes in
the United states. Nationally the recidivism rate of institut¬
ionalized delinquents is 49percent, for those fourteen years
and. under and 42 percent for fifteen and sixteen age group.
Probation results in a recidivism of 35 percent nationwide, but
in most cases the caseload is too high fox maximum effectiveness
In 1972 over a million and a half juveniles had contacts
with some aspect of law enforcement across the country. 1972
statistics show an 0.8 percent rise over 1971, a 28.5 percent
increase from 1967 and 123.9 percent climb over I960. Seventy-
four percent were Caucasians, and 24percent Black with the
remainder 2 percent that of other' minorities,^®
. In .Atlanta's Fulton Oounty 45 percent.of juvenile delin-
quency eitist among the juvenile population,.’ 'Pulton County has
a rate of 790.2 juvenile court cases per 10,000 juveniles.
In Fulton County'57 percent of the delinquency cases come
from areas covering 24 percent of the population. These areas
are the most economically and educationally deprived. The pror
ile of the average Fulton County juvenile delinquent is sixteen
years od age, drop out or truant, poor, low school achievers,
Black male,, not likely to be a regular member or participant of
a social agency, infrequentichurch attendant, below average
participant in school services and community development.
Ibid.
^®U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance
Araini:sth.at:iPn'! iNational Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice, ilriminal Justice Monograph. (Washington, D.C,: U.S.
Government Printing Office,1973), p.9-10
39
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THEORIES : CAUSES OE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
There are numerous causes of juvenile delinquency. Although,
many of the causal factors and conditions are interrelated,
poverty and low-income appears to he the primary cause and theme
throughout the causes of juvenile delinquency.^^
Some of the theories on the causes are sited in this
piece drawn from Indutrial Society and Social Welfare. .Ministers
poiht’to the failure of parents to teach religion. The
sociologist see broken homes,- poor housing, and disorganization
in the slum-; psychologists believes emotional deprivation,
underlying anxities, guilt feelings, and frustrations in the
individual. The psychiatrist inteprets delinquency as the
product of an Oedipius complex. There are several intepretations
42
of what causes delinquency in any population.
Traditional factors associated wfth crime and delinquency
may bfe'-summed up'-as follows:
1 . 'Poverty is believed to lead to crime. Poor education, dls-
- - crimination, and lack of job opportunity and training are
among the principle factors that tend to make and keep
people poor. These conditions which make it difficult for
the poor to satisfy their wants and care for their families,
often lead to crime.
2. Slum neighborhoods, which are the homes of poor, have always
had the highest crime rate.
41
Gerald Leinwand. Crime and Juvenile Delinquency.
(New York: Washington Square Press,1968),p.33.
^‘^Harold L. Wilensky and Charles N. LeBeaux, Industrial
Society and Social Welfare. (New York: Russell Sage Foundation,
i958.) ,p.l83.
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3. Disorganized fami^ life is also related to crime. It is
"believed that children from "broken homes often become de-
linquent. They are said to have had a lack of supervision.
The criminal subculture has been used as a theory which
could explain- the behavior of juvenile delinquents. This theory
argues that the culture, goals and strategies of the lower class
differ from that of the middle class; and that the lower class
have their own traditions, own life style, and their own focal
concerns which places great significance on being touch and
living by their own wits which results to crime. Another
subculture theory explains delinquency as solutions to problems
of adjustment. The young working class Black male rejected
by dominant middle class society turns the middle class values
upside down and construct a subculture that stresses malicious
and negative behavior, as middle class society defines it.
An opportunity theory postulated that lower class youth
endorse the middle class goals:and-values as normative pre¬
scriptions but denys anticipation of success in achieving
them. The acess to means to achievement varies from middle
to lower class youths with the lower class being disadvantaged.^^
The delinquent act may be a result of a personality
disturbance. Dr. James Banks, co editor of Black Self Concept
has written; "Perhaps no other factors are more significant
in influencing the Black child’s evaluation of himself than




McGreedy, op. cit., p.41-43.
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materials. A child's sense of sense is affected by how he views
his environment horn through direct involvement and through
various media presentations.
In a study of delinquent and nondelinquent hoys, Andrey
(1962) found that the great majority of delinquent hoys felt
rejected hy their fathers and loved hy their mother. The non¬
delinquents felt loved equally hy both parents. He also noted
that the father typically used physically punitive methods of
discpline augmenting the hostility the hoy already felt for him.
As a consequence of paternal rejection, the father may play a
reduced role while, the mother plays the dominant role in
providing affection, dlspline, arid -other,socialization behaviors.
The youth who has identified with his mother and relied on
her as a role model has difficulty shaping a masculine self-
concept. Thus he tends to he rebellious and to engage in
"proving himself" to reassure himself of his courage, independ¬
ence and his masculinity.
Delinquent gangs encourage delinquency in numerous neigh¬
borhoods. An estimated 70 to 90 percent of juvenile crimes
are committed in groups or pairs. The members of delinquent
gangs typically feel inadequate and rejected hy society.
Gang membership gives them a sense of belonging and a means of
45
gairilng some measure of status and approval.
45
Arthur Cain, Young People and Crime. (New York: Intext
Publishers, 1968), p. 80-92 ,
24
Ecnonomlcs or family income are significant as a- cause
of delinquency. Delinquenct rates vary among lower and middle-
class youth. The delinquent rate among lower class members
is higher and tend to bring them to the attention of stat¬
istics.
What ever the cause maybe, discrimination tends to bring the
Black juvenile delinquent to the attention, of th.e police.
Instead of surroundings as a general cause of juvenile delin¬
quency, the mere factor of birth bring the Black juvenile into
46




JUVENILE JUSTICE -LAW AND PROCEDURES: AS CONTROL OP
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY.
Criminal law maybe regarded as an’instrument of formal
social control whereby organized effort is made to regulate
certain areas of behavior. This form of social control is
charaterized by- (1) explicit rules of conduct created by
political authority, (2) provisions for punishment, (3) des¬
ignated officials to make, interpret and enforce the rules
and (4) uniform administration of the codes for all persons
46
within a given territory.^
The Juvenile- Justice system is said to be designed to
act as a surrogate parent who will redirect delinquent child¬
ren toward a more meaningful life. The factors that are
considered in their attempt to help a child are:
1. The child’s previous record of delinquency as well as
and previous delinquent tendencies.'
2. ‘The'Child's fdmily'history including information con- ■
c'erning the composition of the family: the occupation
of the parents and their earnings and other conditions
which may affect the child's conduct.
3. The neighborhoods in which the child lives.
4. The child!s conduct in school and his general education¬
al background including his progress in school.
5. The child's work record (if he has been employed).
6. The child's interest and activities outside the school.
7. The child's general health and personality.
—
^ Carl Bersani, Crime and Delinquency. (Canada: ’ Collier
MacMillian Limited, 1970) p. 36.
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Juveniles are processed through the juvenile justice
system with the outcome being based on these factors with each
individual juvenile being treated according to his needs under
the juvenile justice system.
A juvenile is brought into the juvenile court and one of
the following decisions maybe made; (1) returned to'parents,
(2) detained until hearings, (3) court hearings with no final
disposition of the case, (4) court assesses a fine and re¬
stitution of any property damaged or destroyed, a mild form
of punishment, provided it is paid by an offender and not by
his parents, (5)youth placed on probation which may range from
friendly counseling to serious surveillance, (4) an adjudged
delinquent is placed in a state institution for an indefinite
period of time.
Of all the juveniles taken into cutody, about one-half are
handled by law enforcement officers without being referred.to
other Oomppnehbs of t.he system. Of the remaining half, less
than half are petitioned to the juvenile court for disposition.
Only 6% or 120,000 actually committed to Institutions; most
are placed on probation or given something short of institut¬
ionalization.
A study done by LEEA (law Enforcement Assistance Admini¬
stration) revealed that there were 57,000 youth in custody in
juvenile detention and correctional facilities in mid 1970.
More and more juveniles are handled by the juvenile justice
47
B. Geraldine Lambert, Barabar F, Rothschild, Richard
Atland, and Laurence B. Green, Adolescence- "Transition from
Childhood to Maturity. (California; Brook/Cole Inc., 1972) p.177
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+ V, 48system each year.
The great hopes that were originally held for the juvenile
justice system has not been fulfilled to this date. It has
not succeeded significantly in rehabilitating delinquent youth,
in reducing or even stemming the tide of juvenile criminality,
or in bringing justice and compassion to the juvenile offender.
Institutionalization does not help the juveniles, but in
many cases,it feeds the disorder that it is designed to cure.
The system's failure return again and again as adult
criminals.
A recent California legislative committee report on
juvenile institutions states:
No one can prove that truants who become wards of the
court .end up better than those who do not. No one can
show that promiscuous teenagers who are institutional¬
ized have fewer illegitimate children than those who
are not. Nor can anyone show that runaways who become
wards of the court end up leading better adjusted
lives than those who do not. Finally no one can prove
that unruly, disobedient minors who come under court
. supervision end,up in prisons less often than those
■ who do not. , '
Carrying the argument further, Milton Rector, president of
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) observes:
If what happens to a status offender in a training
school made a positive difference perhaps this system
should be tolerated. But we know from experience that
these youngsters imprisoned but guilty of no crime,
become more disturbed, more withdrawn, and when released
are more at odds with the society than before they were
admitted. 49
Although the juvenile justice system fails all sectors
of society that are involved, the majority of kids that are
processed through courts and/or institutionalized are Blacks.
^^McCreedy, op.cit., p. 9-25.
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kathryn B. Burkhart, The Child and the Law-Helping
the Status Offender. (Hew York: Public Affairs Committee,
Inc.,1975)., p.8-12.
The pattern of discrimination on the part of the law en¬
forcement officers and courts, hias the crime statistics.
They are also factors in the sanctioning of crime among
Blacks.
The experience of Black juveniles with the law enforce
ment officers' mistreatment or as victims of unpunished
depredation gives sufficient evidence that the law is un¬
just.
The treatment of juveniles under the court system
generally gives a child "the worst of both worlds...
neither the protection accorded to adults nor the solicit¬
ous care and regenerative treatment postulated for children
Rules and regulations in institutions are tailored, to
security for the youth housed there. They are lacking in
■their ability to provide relief from the problems of lone¬
liness, alienation, and helpl.es'sne’ss that some of these




The juvenile justice system is failing the youth are
entrusted in their care. Programs to reduce the incidence
of juvenile crime should be the highest priority in every
police department and in the community.
50
Wolfgang, Savitz, Johnston, op. cit., p. 422-424.
Burkhart, op. cit., p. 10.
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE COURT AND ITS'PROCEDURES
In an aged plagued "by soaring crime and riddle fears,
preventing crime must be an activity which involves every
citizen. There is no better way to begin than by forming
a federal, state, and local partnership to work with the
juvenile offender.
Some:'steps-±hat should be taken or maybe an answer to
the problem of delinquency are; family counseling, im¬
proved living conditions, and better educational opportun¬
ities. The elimination of status offense from the court
jurisdiction would reduce juvenile crime, benefit society,
and save a considerable amount of public funds.
To do away with the traditional approach of juvenile
justice that removes the child from the home would be another
step. The further the child is from the family., the great¬
er the cost to society, they reason both economically and
socially. Once the child is removed to an institution, data
show, the odds afainst the child's ever returning home increases
drastically. And. the longer the child spends in an institution
the greater the. chance that he or she will be on the road to a
life of crime.
To use a wide range, of community resources. Including
health and social service agencies and volunteers to ease
family problems that would Inevitably lead to serious problems
for the child. This approach would help to strengthen the
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family and break a pattern of destructive behavior that may
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exist in the child.
One alternative, which could be a beginning phase, that
would help divert Black youth from the juvenile justice system
is the Youth Service Bureau. This policy of diversion was enact¬
ed into law by Congress in 1974 in the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act which is designed specifically to
prevent young people from entering the juvenile justice system
and to assist communities in developing humane, sensible, and
economical programs for youngsters already in the system. To
this end, the law requires that to be eligible for federal funds,
the state’s application must include assurance that within
two years juvenile status offenders will no longer "be placed
in juvenile detention or correctional facilities, but in shelter
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facilities'.;;^-^ ■ . . ,
YSB has three major functions:
(1) It links youth to services. YSB maybe located in fac¬
ilities such as store fronts, or recreation centers in high
delinquency neighborhoods. It is noncoercive. It accepts
referrals from young people, their families, their friends,
parents, schools, police and the court, YSB helps the young
ster and his family identify problems underlying behavior and
if help is needed, links him to appropriate services and sees
^’ibid, p. 23-26.
® Ibid, p. 13.
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that he gets them. It does not intervene in the lives of child¬
ren and families if the assistance is not desired. It does,
however, provide a reliable place for childre, their parents
and schools to go to for help.
(2) YSB develops resources. Diverting young people from the
juvenile justice system is of doubtful value unless the ser¬
vices they require are available. In many communities they are
not. Missing services are temporarily filled by purchase or
by volunteer aides under YSB leadership. Volunteers are drawn
from civic groups, labor organizations,, churches, youth groups,
and many other resources. As a result, citizens help establish
such urgently needed facilities as group homes, "rap rooms",
drug information centers, guidance clinics, youth street workers
and employment and job training centers. These resources de¬
veloped in cooperation with existing agencies, are demostrated




(3) YSB changes attitudes. There is little sense in helping
troublesome children to adjust to home, school, and community
situations without changing attitudes and practices which dis¬
criminate against them, especially youth from the Black pop¬
ulation. YSB has brought social worler, teachers, administrators,
and parents together to determine what causes truancy and be¬
havior and problems in school and what can be done to remove
those causes.
There is no rubber stamp model for YSB. Each community
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must determine the kind of organization that can best help
its children before they have committed serious crimes requiring
court intervention. Each program must be tailored to meet the
community's particular needs.
The YSB should be independent from any other agency in-
order to be free from vested interests.. It is funded by federal
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and state and local sources.
One of the most effective ways to prevent and reduce
crime and delinquency in the Black community is the community
getting "together" and fighting the problem through community
involvement.
Community involvement strategies focus on developing in
community neighborhoods positive social processes as "natural"
and "Internalize" means of meeting the problem (i.e., versus
major emphasis on the use of external negative constraints
or deterrents thai: .suppress criminal behavior only temporar-
ily and/of displace it to a place where external•forces are
weaker). The goals in "community involvement" strategies are
(a) to motivate youth, individually and collectively, to want
to satisfy their needs through legitimate means, so that
careers in crime are not attractive, viable, and/or effective
options; (b) to mobilize people to function more effectively
in crime prevention efforts, and (c) to develop and evaluate
strategies that stimulate voluntary compliance with the law.
These strategies that would motivate people to behave in
C A
^^Norman Sherwood, Kids-Crlme-And Communities. (Washington,
D.C. : The American Chamber of Commerce, 1975).
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Positive ways because they want to behave that way, should
be used.versus placing major emphasis on forcing compliance
through the use or threat of external forces.
If the commnity hope to "villagize" high crime areas
into cohesive, stable and dynamic, "communities" the individual
and groups at the neighborhood level, primary and secondary
groups, must have a real sense of importance, participation,
individualism, and dignity, complemented by a sense of comp*-
etence, usefulness, belongings and power, thereby minimizing
the social factors .that breed crime'and delinquency, alienation,
and so on,.. In short, neighborhood residents must have a
real sense of "community involvement" and the power of self
determination to translate their needs and concerns into ef¬
fective positive action, especially regarding the prevention
and reduction of crime and delinquency.
The specific needs and consequent behaviorIwlll have to ■ ■
-be defined ultimately by the neighborhood. There are, however,
some broad questions that most neighborhoods would likely consider
in any crime and delinquency prevention and reduction efforts.
1. How can the functioning of the family unit be enhanced,
so that, delinquency can be effectively prevented through
the dynamic socialization processes that occur within
the family unit?
2. What roles can the adolescent peer group have both
(a) on the prevention and reduction of delinquency
among its members, and (b) on the development of posi¬
tive responsible behaviors or "positive citizenship"
among its members.
3. How can neighborhood residents be motivated to help their
neighbor. 55
^^U.S. Department of labor, op. cit., p, 168-169.
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If the community could develop and implement strategies
to answer these broad questions more effectively, the community
could have an immediate and significant impact in preventing
and reducing the crime in its community. Attitudes can be
converted into actions.
The part of the federal government in this process should
be to provide leadership in the form of technical assistance
and information transfer and the financial resources to cities
and neighborhood groups. The federal government should support
efforts of neighborhoods who want to get "together" as a
functioning dynamic "community", and should assist there local
city governments to develop active support for programs and
services at the "grass root" level in the communities.
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CONCLUSION:
For most Americans, specifically the youth population, the
legal system works. The written standards of conduct of which
the police and judicial apparatus are set uo to enforce them
are established which are administered by persons with interest
and perspectives similar to those of the white majority. For
Blacks however, who differ substantially in economic status or
culture from the white-middle class norm, the apparatus breaks
down. Not only are Blacks arrested and prosecuted under laws
they had no hand in making, but they are also tried by judicial
institutions which exclude them form structural mechanisms and
to the degree that it is feasible from the personnel roles.
The unequal dispensation of justice is a result of the origin
of legal institutions and their present operation by white
citizens who do not recognize the worth of nonwhite cultures.
Juveniles have become.a target of racism in the legal,system,
Because racism in the legal system exist. Black juveniles
will not be able to benefit from their methods of control or
their method of prevention. The system is directed by whites
for whites and no where in history have they created instiut-
ions to reflect a Black perspective.
Herbert Gans has stated that "it is high time, to start
thinking about a more egalitarian America, and to develop a
model of equality that combines the traditional emphasis on the
pursuit of liberty with the newly emerging to reduce inequality."
This cannot be a reality until everyone concerned. Blacks,
whites, and other, ethnic groups, are able to compete and are
not held back by poverty-induced poor health and lack of
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acess to sufficient education. Despite the fact that wide var¬
iations exist within the group of whites and Blacks, it is
nevertheless true that the cluster of the high effective use
of political power, economic well-heing, education, and effective
opportunity is found principally among whites. On the other hand
a large portion of Blacks are characterized as a cluster consist¬
ing of little political power, poverty, poor education, and
lack of effective opportxmity.
The challenge for Blacks is to "bring together its resources
to withstand these ongoing pressures of this racist society.
The family and its community's resources should "be a source of
strength for the Black family. The lack of social cohesion in
this group is one o"bstacles to overcome which no doubt can be
overcome by Blacks if tieir forces are pulled together.
Community solidarity can be an asset to the Black community
because it would give collective stferigth both in making ,•
external demands and enforcing internal constraints. It would
create an enormous asset as wellas through the creation of
community institutions that would provide a variety of ser¬
vices and aids that could partially compensate for the absence
of individual economic resources.
One key to the survival of the Black family in this white
America is to gain economic and political power. It is
possible for economic resources to be converted, if the system
of personal, social and economic organization exist.
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Juvenile delinquency has hecorae a threat to the Black
family Because as the as the juvenile justice system in¬
carcerates or institutionalize a Black youth, there is a break
up in the organization of the Black family. Certainly no one
knows all the answers, but it seems that community services
must be developed further. The business community and other
concerned citizens who really care about youth must help find
effective approaches to delinquency prevention. Youth Service
Bureaus is a promising key to many youth, maybe even to Black
youth, but Blacks are being challenged to band together their
forces to protect their youth. Community involvement is one
main key to the problem of juvenile delinquency in the Black
community since it is agreed upon as being a community problem,
that must be solved at the community leve.
If the youth can be helped within the family, the benefits
that may pass ffom one generation to the' next- will certainly
change',patterns in childrearing and lessen problems that lead
to delinquency. It will also reduce the probability of con¬
tinued family breakdown and criminal behavior.
Getting services to the family, keeping the family together
and helping it become stronger must be a goal for the Black
family.
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DEFINITION OP KEY TERl^.S
Crime- is an act committed or omitted in violation of a law.
Criminal- a person guilty of committing a crime.
Status Offender- offenses that apply only to young people
with the legal status of minors. Such
offenses are: truancy, running away from
home, vulgar language in public, sleeping
in the streets, jumping on trains, refusing
to obey authorities, etc.
Poverty - the condition or quality of being poor, inferior,
inadequate and having scare resource to meet the
basic needs for human existence.
Maladjusted- poorly adjusted to the environment.
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